ABSTRACT We propose a two-step approach for transformation ordering which combines the use of optimization-intensive CAD techniques with knowledge-based user-driven search strategy. The first step is development of basic building blocks which target small sets of transformations which are well suited for optimization intensive CAD treatment. Next, transformation orderings are developed using knowledge about mathematical laws, an application domain, and the relationship among transformations. Transformation ordering scripts combine several building blocks: to form effective approaches for optimization of several design metrics in many common computational structures. As the highlight of the approach, we developed a method which efficiently simultaneously optimizes throughput, latency, power, and area of linear computations.
MOTIVATION
Until now use of transformations in behavioral and algorithmic design has been subjected to complete dichotomy. On one side, transformations in compiler and high level synthesis [Cha92, Pot911 domains have been utilized through fully automatic approaches. The experience shows that the effectiveness of these approaches is limited due to lack of a proper way to encapsulate knowledge about mathematical structures and laws, enabling/disabling effects between transformations, and the key properties of the targeted application domain.
On the other side, the developers of VLSI designs [Par89], computer arithmetic units [Erc92] , numerical and DSP algorithms have relied on comprehensive mathematical knowledge and sophisticated insights to manually apply transformations. The key limitation of this strategy for transformation ordering is related to human inability to solve numerous, complex, and computationally demanding combinatorial optimization tasks and bookkeeping details related to the application of transformations.
The main goal in this paper is to demonstrate the effectiveness of a new methodology for exploration of behavioral transformations. The key premise of the meth-
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The methodology is advocating the development or assembling of integrated systems of transformations which treats a set of transformations using CAD optimization intensive techniques. The systems of transformations are consequently used as basic blocks for developments of approaches where the user uses his knowledge and global view to combine blocks so that a variety of design goals on a variety of domains is achieved. In such a way to both CAD tools and to the application and design developer tasks for which they are best equipped are assigned. The tools handle cumbersome details and manually intractable optimization problems. The developer is left with task where he can demonstrate his greatest strengths: global view, mathematical and application specific knowledge, design intuition, and his, at least presumably, greatest strength -creativity.
Trying the same approach in VLSI DSP domain is certainly an attractive possibility. Unfortunately, it is apparent that mathematical and application domain (e.g. DSP, image processing) knowledge associated with the application of transformations is far larger and more complex than one required for playing chess. Therefore, the current AI and databases techniques are, and will continue to be, inadequate for encapsulating design, algorithmic, and mathematical knowledge. This, however, does not prevent coordinated use of approaches where computationally intensive task are covered by CAD tools, and global guidance, analytical derivations and general and domain specific knowledge is provided by the developer.
Transformations have been widely used in compilers, computer arithmetic, VLSI design, theoretical computer science, mathematics (linear algebra and numerical analysis), high level synthesis, DSP and control theory, symbolic manipulation algebra systems, algorithm design, several CAD domains (logic synthesis and physical lay-0-7803-3 192-3/96 $5.0001996 IEEE out) and many other scientific and engineering domains. The consensus from all those domains is that effectiveness of the transformations applications is mainly correlated to the ability of the user to develop a proper sequence in which transformations are applied.
In addition to completely manual approach which is highly effective but exceptionally complex and cumbersome, four automatic approaches are dominant. The first approach, peephole optimization [McK65] , is based on use of simple heuristics which consider only very limited sections of code iteratively and fully locally. The second approach, "generate and test" [Jar841 is based on the exactly opposite paradigm: all possible sequences of transformations are applied globally on the whole program The third approach aims at manual derivation of scripts which enforces static ordering of transformations according to the experience achieved by extensive experimentation on small benchmark sets. The fourth approach has been recently gaining popularity. It is based on use of probabilistic algorithms as a search mechanism [Cha92, Pot9laI
The new approach aims at closing the gap between the run time and the quality of results, by combining the power of computationally intensive optimization for derivation of proper subsequences of transformations, and the user ability to conduct global search process.
KNOWLEDGE-BASED TRANSFORMATION ORDERING: NEW PARADIGM
The first component of the approach are the sets of transformations which optimize particular goals and 'constraints. While some of those sets are limited to a particular application domain, others are general. The sets of transformations are selected in a such way that they are very effective for the selected goals and constraints on some important and often used application domain. The application of transformation from the set is often done in computationally intensive way. The key advantages of the knowledge-based approach for transformation ordering include ability to utilize mathematical knowledge and to explore domain specific knowledge, to use knowledge about the relationship between transformations and conduct asymptotic analysis, to use of intangible computation properties. [Gue94] and design and architecture intuition.
LOW POWER OPTIMIZATION USING ORDERING KNOWLEDGE-BASED TRANSFORMATIONS
We now briefly describe how the knowledge-based approach for transformation ordering combines the method proposed in [Sri941 and the MCM approach to significantly reduce power consumptions in linear designs while satisfying strict throughput and latency constraints. The new transformation ordering for simultaneous optimization of latency, throughput, power, and area can be introduced using the following pseudocode: Transformation ordering for simultaneous optimization of latency, throughput, power, and area U U Figure 1 . Illustration of the application of transformation ordering for simultaneous optimization of latency, throughput, power, and area: 5th order elliptical wave digital filter: (a) the initial structure, (b) key intermediate structure; (c) structure amenable for application of the MCM transformation. Table 1 : Improvements in area over the initial design using the new transformation ordering. Area is measured in mm?
power in nJ/sample, and latency and throughput in the number of cycles Apply set of transformations for the optimum (heuristic) optimization of latency and throughput;
Apply the set of transformations for maximally fast implementation
Apply the MCM-for-power-minimization;
The idea behind the new script is simple. The first step produces the high throughput and low latency design. The second step rearranges the computation into the form which is suitable for the application of the MCM transformation, while preserving the achieved latency and throughput. The final step minimizes the power by exploring potential for common subexpression elimination exposed by the first two steps.
A good intuition behind the new transformational script can be obtained by observing the first two steps of the transformation order in graphical form ( Fig. la-c) . Triangles denote multiplication of a variable by a constant. The Table 1 contains results of the power reduction when throughput and latency are kept constants The average and median improvements are by factors 11.8 and 7.08 respectively. Table 1 also contains results of the area reduction when throughput and latency are kept constants. The average and median improvements are by factors 6.27 and 5.75 respectively.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

CONCLUSION
We introduced a new two-component approach for transformation ordering. The first component is development of small, well characterized scripts of transformations which utilize computation-intensive optimization CAD techniques. The second component is knowledgebased user-driven search. The knowledge-based methodology for transformation ordering is used to develop several new orderings for behavioral transformations. The utility of the proposed techniques is verified on numerous examples.
